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Abstract

**Introduction:** Effective communication is essential to delivering compassionate, high-quality nursing care. The intensive, stressful and technical environment of a new-born unit (NBU) in a low-resource setting presents communication-related challenges for nurses, with negative implications for nurse well-being, team relationships and patient care. We adapted a pre-existing communication and emotional competence course with NBU nurse managers working in Kenya, explored its' value to participants and developed a theory of change to evaluate its' potential impact.

**Methods:** 18 neonatal nurse managers from 14 county referral hospitals helped adapt and participated in a nine-month participatory training process. Training involved guided 'on the job' self-observation and reflection to build self-awareness, and two face-to-face skills-building workshops. The course and potential for future scale up was assessed using written responses from participant nurses (baseline questionnaires, reflective assignments, pre and post workshop questionnaires), workshop observation notes, two group discussions and nine individual in-depth interviews.

**Results:** Participants were extremely positive about the course, with many emphasizing its direct relevance and applicability to their daily work. Increased self-awareness and ability to recognize their own, colleagues' and patients' emotional triggers, together with new
knowledge and practical skills, reportedly inspired nurses to change; in turn influencing their ability to provide respectful care, improving their confidence and relationships and giving them a stronger sense of professional identity.

**Conclusion:** Providing respectful care is a major challenge in low-resource, high-pressure clinical settings but there are few strategies to address this problem. The participatory training process examined addresses this challenge and has potential for positive impacts for families, individual workers and teams, including worker well-being. We present an initial theory of change to support future evaluations aimed at exploring if and how positive gains can be sustained and spread within the wider system.
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**Introduction**

Effective communication is essential to the delivery of compassionate, high quality nursing care. Emotional competence - the ability to perceive, understand and manage emotions and to understand and relate effectively to others - is central to effective communication\(^1\). The intensive, stressful and technical environment of a new-born unit in a low resource setting can be emotionally fraught for parents and staff, presenting particular communication challenges for nurses\(^1\).

Effective communication between nurses and patients is characterized as open, two-way communication in which patients and their family members learn about their illness and are encouraged to express their anxieties and feelings\(^4\). Multiple studies have linked effective communication to better patient outcomes, such as improved patient satisfaction, understanding, and adherence to therapy\(^5\). An important influence on communication between nurses and patients and family members is the nurses’ work environment, including their relationships with colleagues and supervisors, workloads and access to resources\(^3\). Effective communication among nurses has been shown to create safer work environments, to build mutual respect, trust and understanding within teams, and to support decision making\(^2\).

Many public sector facilities in sub-Saharan Africa face significant resource constraints, with important implications for nurses’ emotional well-being and communication. High workloads, low staffing levels, resource shortages, and environmental inadequacies (crowding, lack of privacy) contribute to the high levels of stress and “burnout”\(^10\). Stress and burnout negatively affect relationships with colleagues, patients and family members, which undermines motivation, team work, and ultimately quality of care\(^11\). A recent review of communication focused on sub-Saharan Africa most often noted positive practice in HIV, intensive and palliative care settings, and in operative/post-operative care\(^12\). However the authors noted strong power asymmetries between patients and nurses across all geographical and clinical settings, contributing to a lack of information sharing and open discussion, and even – in some antenatal care settings – leading to nurses abusing patients or denying them needed care\(^12\).

In new-born units (NBUs) specifically, there are particular challenges for communication\(^13\). The admission of a baby into a neonatal unit can lead to severe maternal distress, with some mothers describing the experience as devastating, traumatic and life-altering\(^7\). Mothers are often exhausted and anxious about their babies’ health and well-being, concerned by the machinery and equipment they see around them and can be unwell and in pain themselves\(^1\). In these intensive, stressful environments, nurses’ communication is expected to go beyond informing parents of the neonate’s clinical condition. They are also often expected to reassure and empathize with parents, educate and guide them on the care of their babies, support mothers in bonding with their babies, and encourage parents to participate in decision-making\(^14\). However, in a cross-sectional observational study in Kenya this was rarely observed to happen in practice\(^1\). Also in Kenya, Brown noted in her ethnographic work that mothers were often given nurses’ care-giving tasks, but without the informational and emotional support they needed\(^15\). In South Africa, such challenges contributed to mothers being anxious and unwilling to ask questions, leading to nurses feeling that parents did not want to be engaged which acted as a barrier in mothers’ participation in their baby’s care\(^1\).

The importance of communication skills and emotional competence training is increasingly recognised for health professionals working in sub-Saharan Africa, but few studies have documented the implementation and impact of training\(^10\). A systematic review of communication skills training for health professionals suggests that most programs last 4½ hours to 2 days, and include a combination of lectures, videos and dramatizations\(^3\). The review concludes that training in communication skills can improve health professionals’ performance and their self-efficacy (their belief in their ability to perform a task successfully), and that programmes are most successful where space for experiential learning is incorporated. Even short courses on communication skills and emotional competence have been reported to increase job satisfaction and reduce work stress\(^16\), with recommendations for training including: ensuring that knowledge and skills taught are contextualized to participants’ working realities; promotion of affective changes that motivate and provoke the desire to use the new knowledge and skills; and implementing courses over time (rather than as once off short interventions)\(^17\).

The work presented here has its origin in the Intelligent Communication, Awareness and Action, Reflection, Emotions model (the iCARE-Haaland model) developed and implemented by Ane Haaland in collaboration with physicians and nurses in nine countries over almost two decades, including Kenya. The original model was built to address TB and HIV. In Kenya, AH worked with Mwanamvua Boga (MB) to broaden the content to cover other diseases, using the same reflective and experiential learning methods. The model, its’ development and all associated tools are available from The Global Health Network website. The aim of the iCARE-Haaland Model is building health professionals’ capacity to build safe and trusting relationships, provide patient-centred care, communicate and relate well with colleagues, build emotional competence and take better care of their own health and wellbeing. The course includes a special emphasis on using reflective practice to support self-awareness and build personal and professional relationships using participatory principles\(^22\).

In this paper we describe how we adapted this pre-existing communication and emotional competence course for new born nurse managers working in public hospitals in Kenya. We examine the course value to participants and its’ potential for impact (findings). In the discussion we draw on our findings and the literature to propose a theory of change regarding the potential of this intervention to impact positively on individuals and broader systems.
Methods
We conducted a process evaluation of the participatory course drawing primarily on qualitative methods. Our overall aim was to describe the rollout of the adapted intervention and to explore the course value to participants and its’ potential for positive impact.

Study setting and research team
The work presented in this paper was conducted within the clinical information network (CIN). CIN is a collaboration between county hospitals (equivalent large Kenyan district general hospitals), researchers, the Ministry of Health and pediatric professional groups. It was established to improve data on the quality and outcomes of inpatient pediatric and newborn care and use these data to learn how to improve practice. The research team for this paper include the lead course trainer (MB), and health systems/clinical researchers who are either from Kenya or who had lived and worked in Kenya for several decades at the time of the research. Two of the research team members (JN and ME) were centrally involved in establishing and evaluating the CIN, while three were more independent (PM, DO and SM). AH designed the original iCARE-Model drawn on so centrally in this training.

Course participants
Purposive sampling was used to select nurses for course participation. The nurse participants were senior nurses in leadership positions (hybrid managers with both managerial and clinical care roles) working in 14 CIN hospitals located across Nairobi, Central, Eastern and Western regions of Kenya. Thus, the nurses included in this course already had regular interactions with the CIN team. The communication training was designed to complement existing efforts to improve care within the selected hospitals. A total of 14 nurse managers completed the course process.

Adapting and co-creating the course
Adaptation was built into the original iCARE-Haaland model, and much of training process is intended to be ‘on the job’, with two workshops to support face to face learning. MB (joint first author) adapted the course with the nurse manager participants and was the lead trainer in implementation. She is a senior Kenyan NBU nurse manager herself, contributed to the expansion of the iCARE-Haaland Model after its’ original design by AH, and has led many nurse training projects in other Kenyan settings and in the Gambia.

To adapt/tailor the course to the context, participant needs and ideas were explored through a one-day face-to-face introduction and planning session. The planning session aimed at understanding the challenges faced by nurses in communication with their colleagues and with patients. This planning session happened at a central place in Nairobi (capital city of Kenya) in 2019 and included 18 NBU nurse managers from CIN, mostly female (n=17) aged 30 to 55 years. All had at least six years nursing experience; 14 had more than 10 years’ nursing experience. The course used the adult learning approaches outlined in the iCARE Haaland model including role plays, demonstrations and group discussions to stimulate participants participation in the training.

The phases and lengths of the adapted course are summarised in Figure 1, with more information on content provided in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Describes the course process, course organization and course activities.
Agreed amendments from the original course included reducing the main skills-building workshop from five to three days to better suit manager availability, and slightly shorter periods of focused self-observation in nurse managers’ normal workplaces in the months before and after the main workshop. Content of the course was adapted to include key concerns and issues for nurse managers, including dealing with difficult colleagues, managing staff conflicts linked to duty rota, and handling...
patient deaths. Throughout the course, nurse managers’ own needs and examples, anonymised, fed into the materials of the following phases.

Course process
Much of the learning was intended to be ‘on the job’, with only six days in total being face-to-face learning (two workshops, each of three days in June and November 2019) run by MB. Course participants were introduced to an initial set of reflective tasks, to support focused periods of self-observation in their normal workplaces over the three months before the first workshop as shown in Figure 1. The reflective assignments were drawn upon by MB to develop materials for the three-day initial training workshop and three-day skills building workshop which drew on experience based learning. The workshops were held in the capital city, Nairobi, facilitating relatively easy travel for all participants. The iCARE-Haaland model pre- and post-activity evaluations were built into course, including: a self-administered baseline questionnaire; a workshop evaluation drawing from anonymized diaries/transcriptions; and requests for participants to share ‘most significant change stories’ from reflective assignments. Tools are available on the iCARE-Haaland model website.

Data collection
To explore the course value to participants and potential for positive impact and scale up, we drew on data collected as part of the course process, supplemented by specifically organised semi-structured individual and group interviews. Data collected as part of the course process included:

- An overall baseline and post intervention open ended questionnaire filled by all course participants (n=18 and 14 respectively), documenting their views on their own strengths and challenges in communicating with colleagues, supervisors and patients in neonatal care wards.
- Pre and post workshop open ended training questionnaires tracking participants’ views on the most valuable learning and relevance of the modules to their work.
- Written reflections submitted by participants (both hand written and typed reflections). This was written down in their daily journals, note books or diary (as part of Phase 1 and Phase 3).

To supplement the above data, PM (joint first author) observed the initial planning workshop and both skills-training workshops (Phases 2 and 4). These observations were invaluable given the very rich small group and plenary discussions organised throughout the workshops, and the opportunity to observe participant interest, enthusiasm and interactions. We also held individual and group interviews with course participants after the workshop. Two group discussions were organised with five participants before they left Nairobi, and an additional nine individual in-depth interviews were conducted with nurses once they had returned to their respective hospitals (November and December 2019). In-depth interviews were conducted until the researchers found that no new themes were not being introduced. Interviewees were purposively selected to maximise diversity in potential perceptions of the course, based on observed level of engagement throughout the process, including whether or not they had completed their reflective assignments.

Data from these qualitative methods (reflective assignments, pre and post workshop open ended questionnaires and individual and group interviews) were triangulated to strengthen trustworthiness of the data and their interpretation. We continued to organise interviews until no new themes of relevance were emerging.

Ethics approval and consent to participate
Ethics approval was obtained from the Kenya Medical Research Institute Scientific Ethics Review Committee (SERU) under number 3852. Permission to undertake the study was granted by the County department of health and the medical superintendents of each hospital. All participating nurses provided written informed consent for participation at the outset of the study and verbal consent to continue through all stages through to publication.

Data management and analysis
Data were analysed using NVIVO 12 qualitative research data analysis software using a framework analysis approach which followed five steps of analysis: transcription, familiarisation, coding creating and applying an analytical framework and charting. All the digital recordings were transcribed verbatim by a team of external professional transcribers. PM read through the transcripts to gain understanding of the data before generating a coding framework. The initial framework, based both on the intended learning from the course and inductively from reviewing the transcriptions, was shared with the research team for input and agreement. The individual and group interview transcripts were first coded using this framework and later the data were condensed into matrix tables organised by themes agreed across the team to support data visualization, mapping and interpretation. Additional data from self-observation reflective notes and the observations were then coded and added into the matrices. These data also provided rich illustrations and examples, and some context to the coded data.

Results
Following a brief summary of the overall perceived value of the course to the nurse participants, we outline the ways in which the course process fed into participants’ reported changes in their self-awareness and behavior, including in relation to interactions with colleagues and parents of babies.

Overall value of the course
There was an overwhelmingly positive response to the course by participants, with many emphasising its direct relevance and applicability to their daily work in new born units, and the need for the course to be spread to others. Importantly, participants emphasised that the course was different to others
they had participated in; that it was more powerful and inspiring of personal change. They talked in particular about the course having improved their self-awareness and ability to step back from automatic reactions, and about having changed their behaviour as a result.

“[I realised that] when I shouted at the parent because of not following instructions, the parent feared me so much that she could not share with me anything, not even something to do with the patient and hence I could not give quality of care because I did not know more about the patient”. Nurse A, Reflection

“[Now] I am not just focusing on the sickness... [I am] looking at that mother wholesomely, because rather than the sickness that the mother is having, she is a complete mother. She is just like me, she has everything, so now am able to analyze other faculties her social status, mental status, yes.” Nurse B, Reflection

“Me my jaw breaker [learning] or what has helped me most, it is that I am now very patient. I used to be a really impatient person... I would want to do my tasks very fast, I do my perfection, I finish... [Now] I have learnt, I have all the patience especially to listen to the mothers. I’d say it has improved my relationship with my colleagues because of specifically the stepping back and awareness”. Nurse C, Reflection

More generally participants described the course as assisting them with more positive interactions and relationships with peers, supervisors, and with patients’ family members, and that this in turn helped them manage other work stresses and challenges and overall feel more motivated.

“I would say the course is very essential for nurses who are practicing the new born unit and interacting daily with the mothers of the new born babies, it simplifies the hurdles that are experienced in the new born unit daily, when you are interacting with the mothers or their relatives. It has made me now love my work more, to have no fear and be free even to ask for help from even seniors, from my supervisors; we are working without any fear.” Individual Interview, Nurse, Facility 2

“The moment you have undergone this training now you realize even your working space really changes, you have less conflicts, you have better satisfaction, you have less burn outs, you know actually when you go you can actually feel your outputs at your place of work, just because of that communication.” Nurse Participant, Small group Discussion

Beyond the specific elements of the course feeding into change as outline next, nurses also appeared to enjoy the face-to-face workshops where nurses with similar roles could network and discuss their shared experiences, concerns and managerial strategies in a safe space, and to build friendships.

Self-observation and reflection strengthened self-awareness and motivation to change

An important element contributing to the perceived positive impact of the course was an increased awareness of one’s own communication style and limitations, initially developed through the reflection exercises. In these exercises, nurses kept a daily hand-written or typed up journal of their observations and reflections, and later shared their notes — if they were comfortable to do so — with the course facilitators. As two participants shared:

“These few weeks of self-observation in my communication both to patients, relatives and my colleagues felt like I have a truth meter in myself, I have never been so conscious of what I spoke, how I respond and how my listening was affecting other people. And it felt like I am trying to balance myself on a weighing scale. But belief me or not it was all worthwhile. Every day I reflected on the day’s happenings, this made me understand that communication can change and affect the people we interact with.” Participant Nurse, Reflection Tasks

“They [self-observation and reflection tasks] are good, because they give me, as a learner, I get to understand myself better. I get to understand what I do wrong, what I do right, what I need to improve. So it’s important. It really boosts on the self-awareness.” Individual Interview, Nurse, Facility 2

The first quote above in particular suggests that the self-awareness included a recognition at least among some participants that even in difficult environments, individuals themselves do have some power to make a difference, which may have motivated them to change their communication styles. Another participant highlighted how important self-reflection is over being told about ones’ limitations and faults by somebody else to motivate change:

“The greatest difference I noted [from other courses], and I think it is a plus to the training is the reflection. The reflection, if you are sincere, it will gauge you. And you know if someone tells you are rude, you will be like ‘you are condemning me’ or it is like ‘you don’t know me’. But when you sit with yourself and see it, then you will pick it up because it is the truth. When I was given that opportunity to look at myself and the way I talk, the way I communicate, the way I lead, the way I behave, not only here, even at home [laughs] even in church, I was like okay, I need this course.” Individual Interview, Nurse, Facility 9

Training content reflected course participants’ shared experiences and needs

The observation and reflection tasks were designed to create awareness of participants’ own behavior, to allow them to observe and reflect on the effects of their behavior on others,
and then decide themselves to change their own behaviour. The reflective tasks were the foundation for tailoring the workshop content to the realities and needs of the participants. Thus, most of the material used in the course — such as the examples that were given and discussed, and the demonstrations and role-plays — were based on the submitted self—observation tasks (anonymized). Throughout the workshops it was clear that incorporating these examples, as well as the facilitators sharing their own related experience, was appreciated; participants often laughed when examples were given, commenting that they had done or seen the same, and that it was reassuring to hear of shared issues. This in turn also helped build participants’ ownership of the course and their motivation to learn and make changes to their behavior:

“But now, what really was outstanding in this course is you have to do your reflection first. You were given a task to go and reflect yourself. And then now, you come and now you are trained according to your reflections. So, it was more like not a structured training, but they get the training material from the feedback we gave them, so that was what really was outstanding.” Individual Interview, Nurse, Facility 4

“The role play one is good. Because it’s the actual thing that happens daily. You know, it was like okay, what you deal with is same with another person. Yeah. The same thing that is happening in hospital XXX is also happening in hospital XXX and is also happening in hospital XXX.” Individual Interview, Nurse manager, Facility 9

Besides the above examples, most of the nurse managers appreciated an opportunity to come together in the workshop and to share experiences. They applauded the use of role play, demonstrations and group discussions as providing a practical way to better understand the course and the lectures for powerfully bringing together their emerging learning. Overall, they appreciated the opportunity to connect with each other:

“So, when you’re discussing with your colleagues, as in in a group, you get so much information and again you connect. The same, same things cut across.” Individual Interview, Nurse manager, Facility 3

Recognizing emotional competence as critical to strengthening communication and improving relationships

One of the key aspects of behavior change was participants realizing and being aware of their own emotions and how these affect people around them as well as recognizing other people’s emotions:

“You know miscommunication brings a lot of conflicts even between colleagues. But when you are communicating with awareness you as the person you are aware of your own emotions. You are aware of the emotions of your colleagues that you are communicating with. So, you can avoid conflicts. So, what I can say is through this course, I have been able to communicate to let me stay well with my colleagues. We have had less conflict, there is more understanding.” Individual Interview, Nurse, Facility 1

In particular participants described appreciating, often for the first time, that reactions to situations are often automatic and that greater awareness of those automatic reactions can lead to greater ability to step back in a given situation, to listen actively, to better understand what the issues are, and then to respond with greater awareness. As one participant described:

“A nurse from the nursery mothers ward came to the ward to report a mother who has been absconding from the ward. The NBU nurses had also reported the mother had been missing during night feeding time. Before this course (communication with awareness), this behaviour could have made me very angry but I found myself wanting to explore the reasons for this behaviour. I summoned this mother to my office, stepped back and greeted her and started exploring the reasons why. I explained that absconding from the ward is a serious mistake and that her baby was improving and not going to stay for long in the unit I also explained to her the hospital visiting hours and told her to encourage the husband to visit. She apologised and promised to adhere to what we agreed.” Nurse, Participant reflection

Seeing the patient as a person

Many nurses highlighted their new ability to see mothers as people with their own (often significant) social and emotional needs as contributing to better interactions and ultimately relationships with the mothers of the babies in their care. They talked about having a greater understanding of mothers’ frustrations as a result of demonstrating greater respect through listening actively and paying proper attention to what mothers were saying, and through being more patient and less judgemental than they had been in the past. Drawing on their learning on patient-centred care, some described going beyond simply seeking to offer the best treatment to babies, to exploring parents’ inner fears and trying to encourage them:

“...As a nurse am not just focusing on the sickness, now am doing it wholesomely. Am looking at that mother wholesomely, because rather than the sickness that the mother is having [to deal with], she is a complete mother. She is just like me, she has everything, so now can analyze other faculties her social status, mental status, yes.” Individual Interview, Nurse, Facility 3

“...Because now you’re more focused on the patient. You’re more focused on assisting the patient and making them understand what she is doing and what you want her to do. Unlike just advising her to do this and that. As much as there is advising, you also want to know what she feels or how she takes what you’ve told her. You assess understanding, you assess— if there’s an issue, you can pick it up unlike labelling them. So, you can assist the mothers.” Individual Interview, Nurse, Facility 1
Being less judgmental and fearful of colleagues, and building confidence

Greater self-awareness and ability to step back and assess before acting reportedly strengthened nurse managers’ understanding, appreciation and respect of their colleagues. This contributed to their being more likely to consult others, to ask for help and support, and even in some cases to reduce their fear of interacting with more senior colleagues. One interviewee mentioned that she had gained confidence to approach management to mobilize and negotiate for resources, often successfully:

“...At least they are giving you the support that you require if you ask for anything. If there is an issue you are unable to deal with, when you take it to them, they’ll advise you accordingly. Any materials or any, any items that you require in your department, if it is available, they will help you acquire it.” Individual Interview, Nurse, Facility 3

Relatedly, several managers talked about being much more approachable than they had been in the past, and more willing to help in handling scenarios that would have ignited an emotional exchange within the team in the past. Together with the other impacts described above, these changes appeared to boost job satisfaction and confidence among the nurse managers, and — together with learning about conflict resolution techniques — reportedly reduced the numbers of conflicts and levels of burnout.

“I observed two nurses who were angrily engaged in a bitter argument about admission of a patient in the ward in front of the baby’s parents. I had to intervene immediately and let the baby be admitted, then had a constructive feedback session with the concerned nurses in regard to their actions and the consequences of their actions and they both understood and accepted their mistake and promised to act differently moving forward.” Participant Nurse, Reflection task

Regaining a sense of pride in their profession and being seen by others as a role model

With better relations between colleagues and with family members, a sense of fulfillment and pride in one’s profession appeared to emerge. Nurses reported being re-inspired to think of professional nursing as going beyond clinical tasks to members, a sense of fulfillment and pride in one’s profession, and — together with learning about conflict resolution techniques — reportedly reduced the numbers of conflicts and levels of burnout.

“I observed two nurses who were angrily engaged in a bitter argument about admission of a patient in the ward in front of the baby’s parents. I had to intervene immediately and let the baby be admitted, then had a constructive feedback session with the concerned nurses in regard to their actions and the consequences of their actions and they both understood and accepted their mistake and promised to act differently moving forward.” Participant Nurse, Reflection task

Almost all participants felt strongly that doing these tasks, including the act of writing down their reflections (as opposed to for example recording them), were important for the reasons described above. However, several felt that there could be less tasks, or that they could be broken down into smaller components with shorter turnaround periods. As two participants explained:

“For example, if you say for example this week between Monday and Sunday you reflect on this one task and write about it and send. Rather than having several tasks over a period. A period of long time and to me personally, that is what used to give me a little bit of challenges.” Individual Interview, Nurse, Facility 2

“Okay, assessing was easier than even thinking of how you will sit, compile, send it, sometimes I used to send late anyway because you are still having lot of work and you still want to practice what you are learning, you want to write the report back, but it required commitment and determination.” Individual Interview, Nurse, Facility 3.

With regards to sustaining impacts over time, only one and occasionally two people per hospital were included in this course. This appeared to contribute to a feeling of safety and confidence among the group, including to openly share scenarios in the workplace. It also gave the trainer an opportunity to interact in depth with the course participants to explore their areas of strength and weakness and build them up. However to build up teams, and to have a wider and deeper impact, participants felt the training needed to be spread.
“…you know there are external stressors that I have found this course helping you to deal with, the external stressors at your place of work. So, if more of colleagues are involved and trained then you know it becomes easy for everyone to be a key role player when it comes to team work, how we treat our patients.” Individual Interview, Nurse manager, Facility 4

Although many participants emphasized the value of the course in dealing with the numerous chronic stressors such as high workloads and limited staffing that they face, some also felt that their new skills were challenging to implement, and even added to the workload. Others reported facing sarcasm from colleagues while practicing the skills as shared:

“…It is not difficult per se but I think you see like when you have so many mothers like 80 babies with 80 mothers, trying to empathize with each and every one, you will be worn out, but I don’t, I am not really saying that we are not going to empathize or sympathize but we try.” Individual Interview, Nurse, facility 7

“Most of my colleagues have noted that I communicate differently with the mothers. Some of them have openly made fun or been sarcastic. Comments like, “These mothers are stubborn if you entertain them too much” or “How much do you think you will achieve if you want to listen to everyone?” are common. I don’t let these comments get to me and they have not made me slow on practicing my new skills.” Participant Nurse, Reflection Task

Discussion

Communication skills and emotional competence training is increasingly recognised as critical for health professionals working in sub-Saharan Africa in improving quality of neonatal care. The communication and emotional competence course described in this paper is an adaption of a theoretically informed model designed in collaboration with health care professionals over two decades across a range of contexts (see this site for full details on the iCARE-Haaland model). There is some documented experience of incorporating elements of the course into a broader leadership training programme for health managers on the Coast of Kenya. However, this is the first time the course has been adapted for nurse managers working in NBUs across a range of Kenyan public sector hospitals.

Our interviews and observations suggest the participatory training course run over nine months had a wide range of positive impacts for the NBU nurse managers involved, as summarised in the draft theory of change presented in Figure 2. In terms of what participants gained (left box, Figure 2), they gained knowledge on the centrality of communication skills and emotional competence in interactions with patients’ family members and colleagues, and therefore to nursing practice, and on specific issues relevant to their daily work such as conflict resolution, patient/family centred care and human responses to traumas such as death of a child. Participants also reported improved practical skills (including in active listening, management of emotions, and demonstrating respect and empathy), a strong inspiration and motivation to change, and were given opportunities to apply their new knowledge and skills not only in the safe space of the workshop, but also in their normal work places.

Participants described this process as leading to important changes in themselves as individuals including greater awareness of their own and others’ communication behaviours and

Figure 2. Describes the theory of Change on how the knowledge gained impacts on behavior change at different levels of health system.
emotions, and the effects on themselves and others leading to greater confidence and motivation, and a strong sense of professional identity and core values. These reported increases in ‘self-efficacy’ (the belief in your own ability to control your own behavior, emotions, and motivations), in turn contributed to better team and patient interactions and relationships\(^6\). This appeared to come through greater understanding of their colleagues’ and patient/family members’ situations and concerns, including seeing parents as ‘persons’, reportedly leading to more respectful interactions, fewer conflicts and better decision-making, and in some cases role modelling of good nursing and management practice to teammates. Changes at the intra-personal (Box A) and inter-personal levels (Box B) appeared to feed back into the participants’ gains from the course (left box, Figure 2), further embedding positive change including greater reported job satisfaction and well-being, and reduced levels of stress and feelings of being burnt out.

These overall positive findings are based on interviews with participants who remained in the training from the outset, and on observations made the implementing and research team, with limitations as outlined below. However, the literature supports these findings. Studies suggest that increased self-awareness, reflection upon and learning about communication skills can have beneficial effects on health professionals’ relationships with patients and colleagues, and for their own motivation and job satisfaction\(^11\). More specifically, nurses’ communication skills training has been shown to increase nurses’ ability to respond to parents’ feelings with empathy\(^4\), and nurses with high levels of emotional awareness and control have been shown to communicate more effectively in work encounters\(^5\). Three elements appeared to be particularly important to the teaching approach we tracked. Firstly, the use of reflective tasks and discussion of emerging learning contributed to self-awareness, motivation to change, and recognition of shared challenges; an approach which has been supported elsewhere\(^7\). Second, it was valuable to have trainers with similar experience to participants as they were able to directly relate to the challenges and contribute their own illustrations and strategies based on having performed similar roles in similar environments. Together with their use of engaging teaching methods (including tailored role-plays and demonstrations) they appeared to create a safe, non-judgmental learning environment. These approaches are recognized in behavior change theory and adult experience-based learning to motivate individual level change\(^8\). Third, and more tentatively, the training was embedded within wider institutional strengthening initiatives linked to the CIN initiative. This may have provided a platform of relationships and activities which positively contributed to nurses’ interest in participating in the communication and emotional competence course, and their ability to act upon and implement new learning, potentially even feeding back into CIN initiatives.

Of particular interest is that the positive impacts were described by nurse managers working in exceptionally challenging environments, for example where one nurse may have to care for over 15 sick new-borns\(^3\). High levels of burnout in such contexts might be better described in some cases as ‘moral injury’, where health workers simultaneously know what care patients need but are unable to provide it due to constraints beyond their control\(^9\). Moral injury has potential to feed back into communication challenges with patients and colleagues through contributing to ‘moral neutralisation’, whereby staff become too discouraged to show moral sensitivity, normalize or justify unethical behavior, or become morally indifferent\(^6\). The intensive, stressful and technical environments of public sector new-born units in Kenya, similar to many high dependency settings, raise particular communication-related training needs, as well as challenges for any positive changes to be sustained and spread.

Training senior nurse managers with leadership roles in these environments offers some potential for impacts to be spread and sustained across teams and more widely (Box C in Figure 2). This was hinted at in our data when nurses talked about, for example being (newly) seen as role-models and in better handling work-based conflicts. They may have been introducing new norms and routines around interactions with parents, how conflicts among staff are handled, and how issues are raised and responded to across hierarchical teams and different professions. However, shifting norms in this way i.e. ‘the way things are done around here’, is notoriously difficult, and depends to some extent on the formal and informal power and status of the trained nurses among their peers and in relation to other powerful actors in the system, in particular doctors\(^1\). Even for powerful individuals within one profession, shifting norms and behaviour in another profession can be particularly difficult. In these ways, sustaining and spreading the potential gains of such training are at risk of being undermined by those same work environment forces that necessitate the training in the first place\(^2\).

The importance of developing a larger and cross-professional critical mass of those with the knowledge, skills and — importantly — the motivation to change was recommended by the course participants. We are currently piloting in two of the hospitals a ‘Trainer’ approach to test the potential of the course to be conducted by the nurse managers to train other nurses within their hospital in an effort to increase sustainability and wider spread of the adapted course. The new trainers will be taught to lead the course with approximately 20 colleagues from each hospital, with the support of the lead trainer of the course described in this paper. This will be one approach aimed at ensuring there is more role modelling and peer support within hospitals, contributing to course gains being sustained and spread. Depending on the outcome of this next phase, further opportunities to sustain and spread the positive impacts of the course include introducing elements of the course into continuous professional education initiatives in hospitals, into CIN activities across a wider network of hospitals, and into undergraduate teaching. As we continue to evolve and track the training through these approaches, it is vital to explore if and how the observed and potential impacts of this course, as outlined in Figure 2, are maintained, sustained and spread across individual, team and system levels. Such evaluations should include perceptions of stakeholders beyond participants and should test some of the assumptions behind Figure 2, including that greater awareness of emotions is positive for those who gain that awareness, and that strengthened awareness
and communication behaviour is seen in a positive light by untrained colleagues.

Study strengths and limitations
The study was conducted by a research team with deep tacit knowledge of the specific context in which nurses work, and the everyday pressures faced in resource constrained settings. Findings from a range of qualitative methods were triangulated to strengthen trustworthiness of the data and their interpretation, including observation of the course process and activities, individual and group interviews, pre and post course questionnaires, and self-reflections. Nevertheless the main study limitations are interviews only being conducted with course participants, and the data being collected over a relatively short period of time (12 months).

Conclusions
Our findings suggest that the participatory ‘on the job’ training process described in this paper has potential to have a positive impact on individuals and teams even in significantly resource constrained hospitals. The approach used appeared to strengthen nurses’ awareness of their own, their colleagues’ and their patients’ emotional triggers and responses, and how these influence the nature and the quality of relationships with patients and colleagues. This in turn reportedly influenced their confidence, sense of professional identity, and ability to provide respectful care, including through strengthening their ability to see the patient as a person. There is some potential for positive impacts, at least in theory, to be spread across teams and more widely. However, any such potential is also challenged by the intensive, stressful and technical environments of public sector new-born units in Kenya that contributed to the communication and emotional-management related needs in the first place. Trained nurses highlighted a need for other nurses and cadres in the nurses’ networks to be trained using similar reflection-based and participatory approaches.
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Data availability
Underlying data
The underlying data consists of recordings and transcripts that are confidential and cannot be effectively deidentified because participants were sharing personal information about themselves and their patients that cannot be shared publicly.

However this data (transcripts) will be available on request through filling a data request form found https://dataverse.harvard.edu/file.xhtml?fileId=6359178&version=2.1 or send a request email to dgc@kemri-wellcome.org.

Once request form has been shared, the lead author will be able to share the transcripts and any other related data.

Extended data
Harvard Data verse: Strengthening respectful communication with patients and colleagues in neonatal units – Developing and evaluating a communication and emotional competence training for nurse managers in Kenya. https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/VEZBB1

This project contains the following extended data:
- Interview guide_07112019.pdf (Interview guide used for in-depth interviews)
- Observational task 1- Communication skills- A self-observation tool on what happens when you communicate well
- Observation task 2 - Handling emotions-A self-observation tool on what happens when angry or when death happens
- Observation task 3- Skill into practice -A self-observation tool on what happens when you put the skills learned into practice
- Pre course questionnaire -Administered before the start of the course to determine needs assessment
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